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We are an intersectional feminist zine dedicated to giving a platform to Queer, Minority
and Feminist voices at Oklahoma State University. Our goal is to provide a space for
feminist discussion and expression beyond the classroom and to give the OSU
community an uninhibited peek into the experiences that lie outside the majority group.
In our Black History Month issue, you will meet and read about the organizations
and students who have truly inspired us at OSU. You will read pieces that give a
deeper point of view as to what it means to be of color within our world today. All
Contributors are People of Colour!
Sincerely,
Lorelei Tidwell, Julia Smola, Ivan Flores and James Seth

The opinions expressed herein are the opinions of writers and artist and do not represent the
opinions of Oklahoma State University or its employees.

Cover art by Za’Carrius Green & Jarel Morrow
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Letter from Our Guest Editor
“When they come for you, I will shield your name, I will field their
questions, I will feel your pain.”
Allow me to introduce myself: I am Jasmine Fain
You might have seen some of my work through Her Campus Inc. where I serve as the
current President or you might know me as LIVINGWITHJ the lifestyle blogger, but this
month I have been given the opportunity to become a guest Editor for BAE! February is the
month where us beautiful black queens and kings get to celebrate our long history. But
enough about the issue let me explain to you why I’m really here.
I want to be a voice for the minorities on this campus. Having a platform through my
writing, I want to honor as many leaders and innovators. From talking to the people
featured in BAE, I believe that they deserve a voice, and I have decided to be the voice of my
people.
Thank you to the BAE Zine for allowing me to spread my voice to such a large audience!
You all truly have become people I will forever hold dearly to my heart, and Thank you dear
reader for reading this issue of BAE Zine! ENJOY!

Find Jasmine:
Twitter- @JaszyFay
Instagram-@JaszyFay
Snapchat- LIVINGWITHJ
Blog: livingwithjblog.wordpress.com

DWB (Driving While Black)
Emilie Iyamabo

“It’s not like we live in the ghetto”
she said
“Or Detroit, Boston, LA or some
stuffy Connecticut town“This is Oklahoma.”
I wasn’t even driving.
I wasn’t even driving and I could
feel my blood rising
Stomach
turning
and
palms
sweating
I wasn’t driving but I knew that the
minute the officer saw meWe were fucked
I don’t normally ride down dusty
roads,
Saunter into small towns or
Give any insecure sheriff reason to
approach…
Well, I say that
But he did approach
Not because I was driving or she
was speeding
But because of so many reasons
my mother warned me about
Because of so many other officers
before him
Because
of
so
many
black
innocents silenced
I want to reach inside of myself
I want to pull something out of my
soul to make him walk away
To show him my acceptance into
the honors college
My full scholarship

My smart, kind, legal immigrant
parents
The passivism posters from my
freshman dorm
The shit I’ve lived through
The shit I’ve taken and the things I’ve
sacrificed for fear of moments like these
I tell her not to hold my hand
Her quiet smile can’t save us from thiscan’t save us from this
They certainly can’t save us from the
decades of hate that is
So engrained in their society that it’s
almost tattooed on their skin
Woven into their clothes
It whispers its way into every song they
sing
Every election they vote in
Every decision they make.
We didn’t die that night
We didn’t become statistic in a long line
of
Shit White People Care About for Two
Months
She turned towards me
Her eyes red from crying and hands
shaking
“I don’t understand. What just
happened?”
I kissed her forehead and thought
about all of the things she didn’t know
yet
“That- that was a DWB”.

Lauren Evans

Honoring History, Influencing the
Future
National Pan-Hellenic Council
Jasmine: Can you start us off with a brief
history of the National Pan-Hellenic
Council?
Hammed: On May 10th 1930, eight
historically African-American fraternities
and sororities wanted to come together and
unify because they all share the same
purpose and the same bond and wanted to
become a unified front. At Howard
University they established the National
Pan-Hellenic Council. But before that the
historically African-American fraternity
movement started in 1906 at Cornell
University. These types of organizations
didn’t just appear out of thin air. At Cornell
University there were men and women of
color who were allowed to attend these
prestigious institutions, but they weren’t
allowed to join any of the white fraternities
and sororities. So seven men got together
and they said,

“We need to support each other. We need
to become our own system.” They came
together to make a study group and that
study group ended up becoming Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., which was the very
first intercollegiate fraternity for AfricanAmerican men. The movement started
moving from New York to Washington DC.
On January 15th 1908 Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc. was the first intercollegiate
sorority for African-American women.
NPHC organizations are vehicles for social
justice. For example, Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc. helped fight for women’s
suffrage. One of my fraternity brothers,
John Lewis, was involved in marches at
Selma. This is more than being social. NPHC
has a cause and a purpose. I think that’s
what really attracted me as an undergrad to
this organization and why I’m still very
passionate about the African-American
fraternal movement and the multicultural
fraternal movement.
Jasmine: What is the impact that NPHC has
made in recent years?
Hammed: From what I’ve seen NPHC helps
to give a voice to students of color. These
are organizations that are constantly
speaking out about inequalities at
Oklahoma State. They reach out to the
Stillwater community and do community
service.

Matthew: NPHC just provides a space for
community, for people to come together.
Most recently it’s been a place where
people can have a voice that will actually
be heard.
Jasmine: Do you feel pressure to increase
diversity awareness on campus?
Matthew: We do feel the pressure,
because we’re students as well. We have
our letters but we’re still students first. We
don’t have to be the voice for every
African-American on campus but we want
for them to know who we are. What we
want to do is change expectations about
what it means to be in a fraternity.
Hammed: What my job is to get the
students to let campus know we’re here.
Not just so you can join our organizations,
but we are here to help you get through
college, help mentor you and shape you.
It’s less of a pressure and more of a
responsibility.
Jasmine: How are you trying to change
some of the stereotypes associated with
black fraternities and sororities?
Matthew: We understand that people see
those aspects as enticing, and we’re not
trying to change any of the traditions. Our
party hops and marches might pull you in,
but you’ll stay for the community service
that we do and the study sessions we put
together. Just the brotherhood and the
connection we have. If you have a
problem, you can come to us and we’ll
offer a hug or just an honest conversation.
So changing those stereotypes just comes
from people getting to know us more.

Hammed: From the administrative side,
one of my goals as NPHC advisor is to have
more programming that shows the different
sides of NPHC. To show the dynamics. That
they can have fun and be about their
business and academics. People think of
Stomp The Yard and they think that’s all
Greeks do. When really they’re also doing
business meetings and running non-profit
organizations. I also want to promote
events on campus that will dispel the myths
about NPHC.

Hammed Sirleaf is a graduate teaching
assistant to NPHC and MGC. He is a
member of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity.
Matthew Newsom is President of NPHC
and a member of Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity
To learn more about NPHC and meet
with members of the fraternities and
sororities come to Intake Orientation
on March 6th at 7 pm in the Student
Union Theater.

By Jasmine Fain
Meet Miss Black OSU: Alicia Johnson
Alicia Johnson is the current 2015-2016 Miss Black Oklahoma State
University, and serves the community with her platform, Going Against
The Odds. Going Against. Her group encourages the student body to
break out of their comfort zone by making all campuses more diverse.
Her group starts promoting inclusion in secondary schools because of
her love for Stillwater High School's African-American Student
Association.
Our Miss Black OSU is a Tulsa native. “I never pictured myself being in a
pageant, or even being at the forefront of causes and different
movements.” But her attitude has since changed to, “you can’t help
anyone if you can’t help yourself’. She is not only impacting the younger
generations with these words, but also the OSU campus. By being on
the forefront, we have seen Alicia encourage others through protests,
donation drives, and inclusion-based events.

With the recent incidents on campus, Alicia has gone into several of the
surrounding county schools to see how cultural diversity affects the children
of Oklahoma. “Often times with working with kids, I hear them say, I don’t
want to dance with that person, or interact with that person on the screen,
and this is because they don’t look like them. I have to help them understand
that, yeah they don’t look like you, but they are still human.”
Alicia, your determination and willingness to change our campus so that
minorities feel welcomed, is what makes you the perfect queen! From the
BAE Zine and your fellow minority students. We thank you for all that you
have done to give us a voice on campus and within the state of Oklahoma!

Jasmine and Lorelei sat down with the men of Male Initiative to talk diversity,
leadership, and what it means to be a minority on campus.
Jasmine: So how did Male Initiative get
started?
Terrance: I’d say it started with a need.
We saw that within our community,
within the black community, there was a
lack of male leaders. Between the four
of us, we’re probably over half of the
male leaders on campus right now for
the African American community. So
we saw the need in our community
specifically. But, once we started
talking with the administrators we saw
that this was a problem with basically
all minorities, so we decided to name it
Male Initiative to encompass all
minorities.
Jasmine: And what is the purpose of
Male Initiative?
Kevin: To promote leadership amongst
males on campus, and to create unity in
the minority communities.

Kahlil: We do community service, study
nights, workshops explaining how to get
involved on campus, and we have a
professional development workshop
coming up to help males be better leaders.
Jasmine: Also y’all were the forefront
leaders of the March on Whitehurst. It’s
symbolic of Martin Luther King and
occurred just after MLK day, did you
have him in mind when you decided to
protest?
Kahlil: I think that whole situation was
just us as a community being fed up with
situations that keep happening. I wouldn’t
say it was directly about MLK, but he
was a great leader so I wouldn’t mind
Male Initiative being in the same sentence
with him at all.
Lorelei: Was there any specific
inspiration that you had or goal you were
trying to achieve with the march on
Whitehurst?

Kahlil: We just wanted to talk to Burns
Hargis. But some people were like, “we
need to protest.” So we thought, well why
don’t we protest and talk to Mr. Hargis at
the same time. Whitehurst is where his
office is located so he can pull up with his
car and acknowledge that this is
happening.
Jasmine: What do you think the value of
the black male life is here on OSU
campus?

The history we’re taught is a history of
white people. So we have to basically
create an environment for ourselves
because no one has created it for us. So
we have to create it for ourselves. So
when we have things like Black History
Month and Afro-Am and all these
organizations for ourselves, it’s for us to
feel like we’re together.
Lorelei: What is it like to be a minority
male at OSU?

Kahlil: I would say that black males are
priceless. We really are. I feel like a
smart, driven, focused black man could
run this campus and run the world.
Lorelei: I’m sure there are opponents that
will say things like “well, why don’t you
have a white male initiative” so I guess
what I wanted to ask is why do you think
an organization like Male Initiative is so
important to have on this campus?
Jeylon: I remember growing up and
wondering why do we have to have things
like black history month and then being
exposed to some forms of racism and
things like that.

pictured: Jeylon Burkhalter, Treasurer;
Terrance Williams, Secretary; Kahlil
Martin, President, Kevin Hayes, Vice
President

Kevin: I’m fearless basically. I walk
with courage knowing I’m a black
man on a campus full of whatever
people. I feel empowered. I feel like I
can do anything I want, nobody’s
gonna stop me. I can handle any
situation. It doesn’t hinder me in any
way. I just feel like, I’m good.
Jeylon: I grew up in a dominantly
white town with a small black
population, so it’s nothing new to me.
I know that being here, you’re in huge
classes and you’re not just one of the
only black males but you’re the only
black person, period.

credentials and work twice as hard
just to get a half of what your white
counterparts do.
Kevin: It’s important for us to be
leaders. Because you never know
who’s seeing you. There might be a
lot of people out there who feel like
they don’t have anyone they can talk
to or anything so they just stay in
their shell and they go about their
day through their college lives. But it
can help even more to know that you
can have somebody who’s going to
support you along your journey.

Terrence: For me, the reason why I’m
a leader on campus and the reason
why I push for equality within our
institution is because I want people
who come after me to be comfortable
here. If that means I have to be
uncomfortable or make other people
uncomfortable in order to change
things, then that’s
what’s gonna have to happen.
Lorelei: Do you guys feel an extra
sense of pressure or duty to be role
models?
Terrence: I know that my mom used
to preach this, and I think it’s the same
in pretty much every black household,
you have to work twice as hard just to
get have the recognition Just being
black you have to have twice the

Keep up with Male Initiative on social
media!
Twitter @OKSTATEMI
Instagram: @okstatemi

BAE loves celebrating our Herstory and any good queer worth her salt has seen Paris is
Burning. And if you’ve seen PIB, then you know we have the black community to thank for
our fabulous drag traditions! YAAAAASSS!!!!!!

Question: What would your drag name be?
Charity Sexhands
Lusty Fire Hips
Strawberry Alarmclock
Ana Conda
I’d use my own name
Bambi Deep Deep
Jennifer Jason Lee Curtis
Because my persona is a single half white female who can survive a horror
film
Harper Plath Lovecraft
Because I read…and I read

Try the Drag Name Formula:
First Pet + Street You Grew Up On
Ginger Cherry
Bingo County Road12514

Sleepy Brunette
Spotty Santa Fe

Charisma
Uniqueness
Nerve and
Talent

So Much More Than a Scarf
A Black Muslim Woman’s Journey
Here’s what you should know about this lovely “thing” on my head
While this is a scarfThis is so much more than a scarf
This is my belief
My soul speaking
This is who I am
A physical representation of a journey- a story
Of heart-wrenching decisions
This is so much more than a scarf
When you see me wearing this- know that it is my story
This is big
Going against the grain of what society tells me is beautiful
Wearing a scarf around your neck keeps you warm
Wearing one on your head is profound
Profoundly religious
Profoundly political
Profoundly health conscious
Profoundly feminist
Profoundly individualistic
Know this
When you see me in my beautifully tied scarf
This is no longer a piece of cloth
It is more- it is eternal
This is so much more than a scarf.

My Curls
Zomaree McNac
As a girl, I didn’t care about
what my hair looked like, I did not
want anyone to touch it. My curls
reminded me of the waves during a
huge storm, so wild and untamable.
“Nappy,” was a term I heard often
when my mother wielded a comb
through my curls until she won the
battle of her and mine. The only
things left in the aftermath were a
scalp red, sore from what felt like a
thousand French braids cascading
down the middle of my back like a
black waterfall. “Now, you look
beautiful,” my mother said with a
smile, as if her validation would
sooth the pain from my scalp.
Throughout the years I
watched as my mother changed her
hair with her mood. I watched her
color, curl, cut, perm, straighten,
every hairstyle black woman had in
the early 2000’s. My mother was not
content with the way she looked,
giving me a reason for not being
happy with the way I looked. I was
her little “Mini-Me.” Her insecurities
became mine. What girl does not
want to look like her Mommy?

By my fifth grade year, I made a
permanent change. With the smell of
rotten eggs, my once beautifully
bouncy curls fell flat. Asking my mother
for a perm was like a genie’s wish, I got
what I wanted, but with the tragic twist
of losing myself. My new, straight hair
did nothing for my self-esteem. I
wanted to be beautiful. I used the flat
iron like a magic wand, instantly
making me more pretty with every
stroke of the wrist. My hair was the
only thing that made me feel special.
Over the summer, my mother did
not give me a perm. I began to see the
curl pattern in my roots. I became
extremely curious and started looking
through all of my old pictures. I could
not remember what my hair looked
like, or even who I was. When my
mother told me it was time for another
perm, I explained to her that I wanted
to grow out my hair naturally. She
stared in confusion, “Okay, do what you
want, but don’t say I didn’t warn you.”
My face lit up. She was really going to
let me do it. This was the first decision I
made about my hair without anyone
else’s opinion.

A year passed without a perm, my
hair still did not seem right. I felt that
I was doing something wrong or
there was something wrong with me.
I began searching and found that my
hair potentially had level three heat
damage, meaning that my hair would
not be curly like it was before, but
instead look like waves because they
have been under direct heat for an
immense amount of time, most likely
from a flatiron. My hair was dead and
probably would have never grown if
it were not for the help of my friend,
Sierra. Sierra was a mixed girl who
lived on my block, who knew how to
take care of natural hair. She showed
me that everything I was doing up to
that point was wrong. By my junior
year, I thought I was a professional
stylist. I had done some rehabilitation
on my hair, not enough for it to grow
longer than what it was, but I had
done enough for me to have a curl
pattern. Still, I constantly put heat on
my hair because my boyfriend at the
time said that he liked me better with
straight hair. I did not care how much
it could potentially damage my hair, I
was beautiful in his eyes and that was
all that mattered to me.
Shortly into the summer, my
boyfriend proposed and I said yes.
Two weeks before the first day of my
senior year, he broke up with me.
That night, I did not shed a
tear. Instead I packed up

all of his belongings I had in a box, did
my hair in the style that he loved so
much, and told my parents to meet me
outside with a lighter and lighter fluid. I
set his tassels and every piece of clothing
that had his name on it to the side. I
poured the lighter fluid into the box, and
told my Dad to record this for me. I
grabbed his tassel, light it on fire, and
then dropped it into his box of stuff.
“How does my hair look now?” I asked. I
then went to a homeless shelter and
donated the clothing I set aside. I was left
with level 2 heat damage, a broken heart,
and a funny story. After that, I vowed to
never let any guy tell me what to do with
my hair ever again. Thinking back on it, I
may have been a bit unstable. I had a few
boyfriends here and there since then, but
none of them were allowed to touch my
hair.
My hair is now full of bounce and
curls. It is two times the size of my head,
but still cannot go into an afro. My hair is
my best friend and the only thing that
was changing as much as I was.

An In Time Rant:
On Being Black & Bilingual
I am a person. I grew up speaking Italian. I trip over my verbs. I am
a person.

There is a girl sitting two rows in front of me trying to defend the
idea that people who do not speak English as their first language are
trying to alienate Native English speakers. She’s talking about how
her value as a Native English speaker who was born in the United
States is so much fucking higher than the value of someone like me. I
was born in Italy but because I’ve always been so dark, I really don’t
fit in anywhere. The girl in front of me is still talking? Che palle!
What this girl and my classmates sitting around her are trying to say
is that I have less value because I’m brown and speak more than one
language. They cannot even master one! I can hear my peers
discussing how people shouldn’t even speak another language in their
homes or to their loved ones. Except, they list, for those people who
speak beautiful white languages. French, German, Swedish, White
Italians. I know they are finding academic ways of saying that brown
people- dark skinned people- Black people- niggers don’t deserve to
share the air in which white people communicate.

I am person. I am not killing the job market. I am not lesser than. I
am not responsible for your comfort. I deserve to communicate. I am
a goddamn person.

Dark Matter
Marissa Commey

Dark Matters, Black Thoughts Permeate My Brain
Brown Droplets on Blank Canvases, Met With Blank Stares
Too Unfamiliar For Them to Understand
“Them” Met With Contempt, Eyes Wide Open, Mind Wide Shut
An Oxymoron; My Entire Existence Has Become
Birthed Under an Over-pass, Laying Track for My Typical Story
Grey Matters: Exist in Intersectional Overlaps of Black and
White
It’s Not Polite Conversation
A Pejorative Finger of “Liberty” Placed Gently on Thick Lips
Delicate Hands Gripped Firmly Around Throats
Honey Voices Whisper “KEEP YOUR DARK MATTER AND BLACK
THOUGHTS IN GREY MATTER WORLDS”

Summer. Daytona Beach, Fl.
Jordan Charlton

Today is different than most days for
you. You woke up before sunrise to join
your friends for a morning run on the
beach. Morning runs are much safer
than night runs, they tell you, but you
aren’t overly concerned with safety. You
are eighteen, still so very uncertain of
who you are becoming, regardless of
what you choose to tell yourself.
This somber, pre-dawn morning
would be odd if something didn’t go
against plan. The chilled, tan colored
checkerboard tiles of the hotel lobby
make your feet cringe like mockingbird
talons as you race against the surface.
Your shoes are on the shore; you wish
they weren’t. The bag full of Gatorade
and water you were responsible for is
still in room 813, so you decide to take
the elevator to get there. You rushed
past the pool, absent of any visitors at
this hour and then the bar showing
coverage of a golf tournament in
England before reaching the elevators.
The tournament occupies your thoughts
while you wait for the elevator. The
firm, freshly rolled, putting greens are
“unforgiving” and nothing like the sand
outside. This morning has barely begun,
but the afternoon approaches there.

the afternoon approaches there. Your
thoughts distract you long enough for
the elevator to arrive.
You see an older man, maybe in
his late 50’s, watching, waiting for you to
enter the elevator. Once you do, he says
What floor, son, and you tell him the
eighth. Your eyes never meet. You stare
down in embarrassment at your shoeless
feet, hoping that you won’t have to
explain. The two of you ascend slowly,
silently, almost trapped by circumstance,
until he breaks the silence.
He asks you if you play basketball,
for what team, for how long, what
position you play. The question is
common so the response is often
comical. You think about telling him
about some fictitious golf career you’re
pursuing. About how you were first
introduced to the game by your father at
age three. How he would drive you to
the range to hit balls in wintery
December afternoons. About the look in
his eyes the first time you won a
tournament and saw him smiling back at
you, but you don’t. Instead, all that
comes out is, Nope, I’m just black. The
ding of the elevator arriving at your floor
is the only sound that follows.

You retrieve the bag from the
room and return to your friends.
This morning, you gasp for air as
you trail your friends running sprints.
They wait for you to finish. You walk the
final twenty feet. They stop and wade in
the water, shins deep, to watch the
waking sun creep over the clouds. Your
friend in the gray shorts stretches his
arms out wide, almost in reverence to
the glory. You watch from a short
distance away. Your dusted feet are
tingling as if they were losing oxygen,
and you breathe heavily, mouth agape,
embracing what tastes like a mixture of
stale sunshine and fresh salt. You step
into the Atlantic and your feet get
washed clean, if only for a moment.
That afternoon, another one of
your friends buys a baby turtle from an
aquatics shop next door to a sandwich
shop. He names him Rodger. Your friend
with the turtle is proud of this adoption.
Your friend with the turtle keeps talking
about the turtle, even as you’re
complaining about not having enough
mustard on your Cuban. Your friend
with the turtle keeps talking about the
turtle, even while you are paying for
lunch and while driving back to the
hotel. Your friend with the turtle talks
about the turtle just up until another one
of your friends asks Where’s Rodger, and
you all realize your friend who

had a turtle left Rodger in the parking lot of
the sandwich shop.
Tonight is different than most nights
for you. Tonight, here, while standing on
the shore with your friends talking about
your collective futures, you reminisce about
your fathers and their absences. You talk
about their identities; their mysteries, your
identities and who you say you’ll be and
won’t be. You feel invisible. You are
invisible, in the darkness of the night you
are sightless, voices billowing along the
shoreline.
This morning, not far from where
you all stood, a sea turtle washed up on the
shore. You didn’t notice the crowd that had
gathered while you were running sprints.
No one knew how long he’d been dead. You
watched strangers stare at the speckled,
lifeless former inhibitor of the sea. Maybe it
was all their piercing eyes that kept him
from returning to his home. Maybe, had it
been darker for a little longer, he would’ve
risen up from the sand and made a
triumphant pilgrimage back. Maybe, his
new life on land was more satisfying than
his life in the water. Maybe he made brief
visits when the weather was nice. Maybe, he
went farther than he had ever gone before
to find Rodger. Maybe he stopped caring
and just left you.

D. Klarg

Interview with Tiffany Thurmond
Diversity courses, being an ally, and future generations
James and I met up with the President of Afro Am, Tiffany Alexis Thurmond to discuss the recent
blackface incidents & Afro Am’s goals for a more informed campus. It’s a long one but such we all
had such a good time. Grab a cup of coffee and read away.

Lorelei Tidwell
Lorelei: I think it’s interesting that we’re
talking today because I had an “incident” in
one of my classes today. My instructor told us
that “white racism” is just as valid as other
types of racism. They talked about how often
white people experience racism. Do you see a
lot of misguided ideas like that on campus? I
do and I’m not a person of colour.
Tiffany: Not in classes. The last time was in
my Human Resources class.
Lorelei: You’re in Business and Marketing,
right? I’m in the Humanities.
Tiffany: I have friends who are in those
departments and they tell me about
discussions like that.
Lorelei: Many of the people in my college are
going to be doctors and teachers and walk
away without expanding their horizons. In a
weird way, that has to do with what I want us
to talk about today. I love being in the
feminist movement but there is often a lack of
structure and goals. In terms of Afro Am,
what are your goals?
Tiffany: In the weeks since the

blackface incidents happened, our goal has
been to get into the administrative side of
things. After that, we can operate on a
more tangible level.
Lorelei: Obviously, the two blackface
incidents changed how people were
talking on campus. Has it changed Afro
Am meetings?
Tiffany: You were at the meeting last
week?
Lorelei: Yes, I was with Jasmine and I
loved it.
Tiffany: I’m glad you enjoyed it! Our
meetings are still scheduled out the way
they were at the beginning of the semester
but as we are preparing for them, we also
include current events. It’s about focusing
directly on the community’s current
problems. With things like [the blackface
incidents] happening so often, we really
have to take time and make sure we’re
handling issues at every meeting.
Lorelei: Does it ever feel like you’re just
waiting for something bad to happen in
order to have productive meetings?
Tiffany: Definitely! On top of everything
else, we have to be prepared for more
things to come our way.

Lorelei: Which isn’t stressful at all
Tiffany: Right? When the first incident
happened, we didn’t have anything major
already planned, like we did the second
time. After the second blackface we met up
immediately. I got a call about it maybe 20
minutes after it was posted. We stayed up
that night and were trying to think of ways
to get everybody’s attention and get our
point across. And we also came together for
people to discuss their feelings. We talked
about doing things like what you and I are
doing now-unifying people across the
college. It’s going well.

Lorelei: Are there people you haven’t been
able to talk to yet?
Tiffany: We haven’t been turned down yet.
We’ve had great feedback. What’s great is
we’ve had groups like BAE, whom we
haven’t partnered with before, come to us
and ask how they can help. It’s been a good
chance to meet different allies.

Lorelei: What can people or organizations do
to really support Afro Am and the Black
community in active ways?
Tiffany: First, I would say to try new things,
especially Afro Am meetings. We encourage our
members to join other organizations and they
should do the same. Come to the meetings
because we love to collaborate and get to know
people across campus. Afro Am’s goal is to not
only establish our culture and heritage here but
to be able to share it with others. It goes back to
what you were talking about earlier: people
who do things that offend us or they don’t
understand are hurtful, lose that ignorance by
being around us.
Lorelei: Jasmine (our guest editor) told me
about the meeting last week-it’s nice to hear
about Afro Am’s openness. A lot of groups have
closed off meetings.
Tiffany: We are open to everyone and we want
people to know that. We don’t want people to
feel like they are intruding. And I’m glad you
came- we were trying to make that meeting
fun.
Lorelei: What about faculty
members/professors/administrators?
Tiffany: We really need their voices because
they hold authority in the community. Just by
simply saying they stand with us will help. They
shouldn’t be afraid to meet with us either (at
meetings or events) so they can see what we
are going through.
Lorelei: What do you think of faculty members
and administrators who think it is
inappropriate to share their support or talk
about “social movements”?

Tiffany: Honestly, we’ve talked about that
before. There are faculty who don’t want to put
their job or reputation on the line…
Lorelei: Which is insane in 2017…
Tiffany: Yeah…to me, it is about where your
values are. I don’t take it personally. I know
that people in my community have their own
feelings but I would encourage faculty to open
up their eyes to what’s going on around them.
If it is truly wrong, do you really want to stand
back? It’s the whole bystander thing.
Lorelei: Is the bystander thing what you see
most on campus?
Tiffany: It’s not overwhelming but I see people
being bystanders when it’s easy or they want to
change the topic. I’d like to acknowledge that
there’s a difference between wanting to be
behind the scenes and being a bystander.
Lorelei: What is your vision going forward?
James and I talked to a lot of people at the
protest who had ideas about a diversity
program like 1 is 2 Many but that isn’t a joke.
Tiffany: A lot of the solutions we’ve talked with
the administration about

are along those lines. Starting programs where
faculty members are taught about some of the
challenges we’ve faced and trained in teaching
diversity. Getting the knowledge out there and
increase cultural competency- that’s a huge
goal for the Afro Am board. We know it doesn’t
wipe out racism but it lessens the chance of big
incidents happening.
Lorelei: How should these courses be taught
and evaluated? We see a lot of straight, white,
cis Christians teaching these classes.
Tiffany: We definitely have to take that into
consideration and make sure that a training is
designed properly. Instructors need to bring
something to the table in terms of diversity.
Lorelei: Exactly, I think in some of the classes
I’ve been in, having a completely non diverse
instructor has backed up racist tendencies.
**James arrives**
Lorelei: We were just discussing the idea of
having students take some sort of diversity
module that confronts racism with real
accountability and who should create it.

James: For Orientation or classes?
Tiffany: Both. We’re working to get some
things implemented in orientation right now.
Lorelei: Can I give you a “what if”?
Tiffany: Okay.
Lorelei: What if a prejudiced kids comes in and
writes racist answers but still fully participates.
Do they pass?
Tiffany: We are trying to figure that out
because classes are expensive and complicated.
We have these types of questions on our mind.
But it’s the goal to have something really in
depth. I want to see a lot of progress by the
time I graduate in May. We’re also hoping to
have student input. Hearing from people who
have been through incidents on campus will be
helpful.
Lorelei: That would be great. I remember
clicking through 1 is 2 Many and the alcohol
modules and thinking about how out of touch
they seemed.
James: I was going to ask, when it comes to the
module, there are, of course, white students
who are going to feel like this module is a waste
of time.
Lorelei: And, correct me if I’m wrong, but this
module if for all types of diverse communities?
Tiffany: Yes, that’s our goal. For it to be wellrounded and cover different cultures and have
input from lots of different organizations.
James: Coming from Houston which is so big
on diversity initiatives it is so weird to be
somewhere that doesn’t embrace it. What
would you say to those people are against this
initiative?
Tiffany: That’s tough… It’s crazy because I hear
about so many instances like that.

Your first instinct is to go off on them but I
would probably want to sit down and have a
discussion and share with them why these
courses are important, that’s my go to. But at
the end of the day if nothing changes, it’s
draining. It was that way at the last protest on
campus. My friends and I were trying to talk to
this guy and he was not having it.
Lorelei: Let me reframe the question a bit. Say
that you are teaching one of these modules and
some kids raises his hand and asks “Prof.
Thurmond, I don’t understand why I have to
take this course”. What would you say to him?
Tiffany: I would first ask him to look at the
population of the US. In the next 10 to 15 years,
the population is going to be so much more
diverse. A diverse population is the future. And
not only with different races, but we are
becoming more diverse with gender and
everything, like sexual orientation.
Lorelei: Yeah, James and I are gay and can
barely keep up.

Tiffany: I’d point out to him that you have to
learn to live in a world where people are different
from you and come from a different background
than you do. With people who do not look like
you or have the same priorities as you. And if not,
your life is going to suck. It’s a little harsh but it’s
true because you will eventually be living in a
box. Then I’d try to take it back to the history of
OSU, and the consequences of prejudice. I’d bring
in some statistics from the campus.
James: What about something more creative? It
takes a lot for statistics to stick with people.
Tiffany: My go to would be videos. That’s
something that we’ve brought up with Hargis
and the administration in terms of training.
There’s something about seeing the aftermath of
hate that sticks with you. Especially with different
clips and short videos that people have created.
Lorelei: For us, the editors of BAE are pretty
spread out in our twenties and even we feel there
are generational discrepancies with how we
handle big issues. The world is a lot more
aggressive and confrontational than it has been
in a while. It’s not as safe to travel, sexual assault
is so easily accepted and racial crimes have
skyrocketed. Pair with that, this overtly PC
millennial generation, how do you think the next
generation of Afro Am is going to interact with
the major issues? Are you afraid of people not
wanting to stand up or is that just a terrible white
college kid phenomenon?
James: It’ll be interesting to see if it shifts in the
next four years. It’s hard to get people to take
action for genuine reasons instead of for social
media or a cookie. There’s been this culture of
college-educated people not wanting to get their
hands dirty.

Tiffany: Yes! You hit the nail on the head.
I’ve experienced that before and it frustrates
me. We need to act on things especially in
between big incidents. Those are the
moments are so critical. They ensure that
important causes don’t get put back on the
shelf. It’s frustrating to not get people’s full
participation. But I will say that the next
generation of people in Afro Am are very
passionate. There are a lot of other factors,
like Trump. It’ll be interesting for all of our
communities and there will probably be
more obstacles.
James: I worry about protest fatigue over
the next few years.
Lorelei: That’s why we talked about clear
goals. As much as I love a good protest,
protesting for the sake of protesting can
wear people out.
Tiffany: It can feel empty. Or like last
Friday, it can end up bring out the crazies
and giving them a bigger platform and
more momentum.
James: At least it didn’t escalate to violence
but it is important to have those clear goals.
Reactionary, off topic protests rarely
accomplish anything.
Tiffany: Reactionary things are everywhere
with social media. However, it should be
about building communities, creating new
ideas and having real goals.
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FACE is seeking submissions
From both undergraduate and graduate students who
have written research papers related to the many topics
in gender and women’s studies for courses from the
previous semester (Fall 2016). This is an
interdisciplinary award that welcomes submissions
from all departments and courses, including but not
limited to humanities, social sciences, and STEM
disciplines.
We would like submissions to focus on issue that
FACE and BAE prioritize (race, gender, class, ability,
etc.)
All page lengths accepted. Please submit to
dakoda.smith@okstate.edu with the subject title,
“FACE Award.”

What is a (Dis)Orientation Guide?
It’s a guide that supports students, staff, and faculty to re-orient
themselves to the university. It will include historical and current
social movement efforts at the university; and ways to find
organizations, courses, resources, and spaces that support
women, Indigenous, POC, queer and trans folks, nontraditional
students, working class students, and others.
What we are looking for:
 Ideas for resources, histories of struggle on campus, and
courses w/ a social justice focus
 200-300-word descriptions of organizations that seek to
make space for marginalized people and ways of knowing
on campus
 400-500-word essays that recount personal narratives of
marginalization and resistance, campaigns for equity and
social justice, and other writing/art that highlights the
contributions of marginalized students, staff, and faculty on
campus
Contact for more info or any questions:
okstateface@gmail.com

